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“Humans are incredibly visual and
powerful, moving images help us find
meaning… & video helps capture and
contextualize the world around us.”
-Dan Patterson
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The Mayune Vision
The world, our lives, our views, needs and expectations
are changing and evolving every day. At Mayune, we
help businesses of all sizes and industries (see them) to
showcase the value of their service or product in our
new and ever-expanding digital age.


Out with the old, in with the new? Well, sort of…


We believe that aesthetics and taste in digital design
evolves and changes just as it does in any other creative
industry, be it fashion, interior design, or even
automotive design.

With that in mind, we aim a lot of our focus on the
experience of the end user, on the core values and
goals of our clients, and on the details that make or
break a visually compelling story.


And that’s why we created Mayune, to offer a premium,
hassle-free service with world-class visuals and online
solutions.


Get in touch with us today to find out more.
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What we offer
We offer high-end production of video & audio, which can range from
short clips, commercials to E-learning courses. We use the latest
technology with the best equipment and highly professional staff. We
put all pieces of the puzzle together, to form the big picture, starting from
cameras, lights, actors, director/crew, script, editing, sound, special FX
and much much more.

Green Screen Room

10 Lenses, 3 Cameras

Sound Isolated Recording Studio

Lavalier Mics, Shotgun Mics

4-Mic, 3 Camera Podcast Studio

Live Production and Streaming

4K Video Capture and Editing

Audio Mixing and Mastering
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Our Production Process
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We meet with you and discuss needs/
expectations, paving the way for our
next steps, which ultimately will lead
to an action plan.

We go over all of the details and create
an action plan for the coming weeks/
months/years. This will be detailed and
will ensure we are on the same page re
our role and deliverables.

We will create some key visual components
of the upcoming production, in order to get
your approval for the main elements. Once
this is done, we can focus on producing
everything based on those core elements
and visuals.
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We produce according to plans and
deliverables set forth in the previous steps.
Once we have enough content to review,
we will send you that for feedback. This
way we do not waste time working on
things before we get approval.

Once we have the final product ready,
we give you time to go through it and
send us feedback. From there we can
go through many rounds of feedback,
until it is final and to your satisfaction.

Once everything is finalized, we export all
files and necessary components for you to
use. If you need to do any last minute
adjustments, we are always open to that,
ensuring the final result is perfect.

Discuss

Produce

Plan

Revise and Finalize

Mockup & Visuals

Deliver
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20+ Hours

of Content
currently available on these platforms:

+ more


(negociating)

Courses:
Penetration Testing Fundamentals

8 hrs

Exploring .NET Security

6 hrs

Splunk Fundamentals
8 hrs

Watch our E-learning Reel
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Video Production
with Mayune
We are creative and highly inspired individuals, who
seek solutions and progress on every project.


When you work with us, rest assured that your video
project is in good hands. We are meticulous about
details and like to plan things well. 


Our team of designers, production managers, audio
technicians, editors and crew members all work in
synergy to produce awe-inspiring videos.
Check out our video reel
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Who we
work with
From industry leaders to the ones just starting out, we are always grateful for the trust being bestowed upon us.
We love adding amazing clients to this section! Contact us today to boost your online presence.

PROCUREAM
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Notable video work for
2 TV/Internet Video Ads for their digital
school in Germany, 1 Video Editing for
Ad for Digital School in Germany

Aired in Germany, Shot in Prishtina

1 Motion graphics video for the career
fair series, and video editing for YES
program on various videos

Documenting holocaust survivors in
Kosovo and N. Macedonia who helped
Jewish people during WWII.

Various corporate videos, namely for
their marketing in the U.S. These videos
have brought a lot of business for Sentry.

Social media videos and campaigns, as
well as documenting and creating minidocumentary style videos of their
events.

Events and short documentary style
videos for StartUp Grind and others.
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Ways to get in touch with us
+383 49 170 406

hello@mayune.com

www.mayune.com

Mayune

Mayune

mayune.visuals

